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1 In Which We Cite All the Papers

Here’s Noremac Communications [22] that doesn’t work, and Noremac Communications [23] that does work correctly.

Here’s Opera Software [29] that doesn’t work, and Opera Software [24] that does work correctly.


Here’s where I [1] didn’t use “and” between multiple author names, and here’s where I [31] remembered.

If my name is “Helen Cameron” [10], handled incorrectly, and here’s where I [5] handled it correctly.

If my name is “Helen Cameron, Jr.” [15], handled incorrectly, and here’s where I [6] handled it correctly.

We need an authors [3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] whose last names start with “A” to “M”, and others [21, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30] whose last names start with “N” to “S”.
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